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Observations of rock tunnel response to earthquake motions is compared 
with calculated peak ground motions for 71 cases to determine damage modes. 
Damage, ranging from cracking to closure, is recorded in 42 of the observations. 
These tunnels, located in California, Alaska, and Japan, served as railway and 
water links and were 10 ft-20 ft (3 m-6 m) in diameter. This comparison of 
peak motion with observed damage can serve as a framework both for development 
of analytical models and for estimation of expected losses resulting from 
earthquake shaking failure of tunnels in rock. This is the first such correlation 
besides a consulting report by Cooke (2). 

The potential of damage to tunnels from earthquakes is a factor to be considered 
in the siting of any subsurface project whose failure would result in severance 
of life-line supply. This paper focuses upon the evaluation of rock t u ~ e l  damage 
caused bqt shaking, but t rsa ts damage from other causes. There are three reasons 
for the more restricted focus: (1) Damage from other sources, such as-ground 
failure or displacement from fault movement, is location specXc, and potential 
damage may be minimized through careful siting; (2) shaking can result from 
movement of a number of faults (i.e., is not location specific) and therefore 
potentially aflects long lengths of tunnel; and (3) it is useful for project planning 
to compare damage to tunnels with that to above-ground structures at the same 
intensity of shaking. 

Damage in tunnels resulting from earthquakes is generally manifested in one 
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or a combination of the following forms: (1) Damage by earthquake induced 
ground failure, such as liquefaction or landslides at tunnel portah; (2) damage 
from fault displacement; and (3) damage from ground "shaking" or ground 
vibration. The potential of t u ~ e l  damage from ground failure may be evaluated 
through established geotechnical analyses, geological exploration, and testing. 
Prudent siting can avoid this problem. 

Tunnel displacement by fault movement usually results in serious damage. 
Similar to ground failure, siting to avoid intersection with active faults capable 
of movement can minimize this problem for new tunnels. It was found (15) 
that most of the tunnel damage from fault movement was caused by unavoidable 
location of tunnels across active faults. 

Damage from ground shaking differs from the preceding two sources of potential 
damage. The first two are related to gross geological features that can be located 
before design and taken into account. In addition, they affect only limited lengths 
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of tunnel. On the other hand, damage from shaking can result from earthquakes 
caused by any number of faults at various distances and affects long lengths 
of tunnels. - 

ROCK TUNNELS: DISTINQUISHINO CHARACTERISTICS 

Consideration of the construction methodology for rock tunnels is critical 
to an understanding of their response to earthquake loading. Fig. 1 shows four 
types of lining configurations for rock tunnels: (1) No lining or few rock bolts; 
(2) temporary steel set support with wooden blocking; (3) flnal concrete lining 
which engulfs the temporary support; and (4) fM masonry lining. Final masonry 
lining is not presently employed but was associated with early tunnels damaged 
by earthquake shaking. The fd concrete lining with intermittent temporary 
support (steel sets or rock bolts) is typical of present construction practices. 



In the fmal stages of construction, the concrete liner and the rock mass may 
be further wedded by pressure grouting. Through the concrete lining process, 
the tunnel and the surrounding rock mass become one entity and must move 
together. Virtually no free response of the t u ~ e l  liner with respect to the 
surrounding rock is possible. 

The rock mass differs substantially from a soil mass on a scale the order 
of the size of a tunnel diameter. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the rock mass is 
characterized by intact blocks bounded by joints'or discontinuites. Therefore 
the rock mass must be analyzed or conceived as a discontinuurn, whereas soil 
masses (on a tunnel diameter scale) can be thought of as continuous where 
average properties govern. The weaknesses in rock or "what is not rock"-joints, 
joint fd material and shear zones govern rock mass response. Only when rock 
blocks aie prevented from moving into the opening, in most cases by the h e r  
and adjacent blocks, will failure take place through the intact blocks. 

What are the measures of vibration that can be related in a meaningful and 
readily applicable manner to disturbance or structural damage? In studies of 
blasting vibrations, particle velocity is commonly employed as a damage index. 
In earthquake engineering, however, the peak ground acceleration is, i v far, 
the most widely accepted index of the ground shaking intensity and damage, 

The use of acceleration as an index of damage does not mean that maximum 
acceleration is the cause of damage, but simply that the use of acceleration 
as an index will result in a workable method for determining the imminence 
of gross levels of damage. Detailed study indicates structural damage is a function 
of number of cycles or duration of shaking, ratio of structural frequency to 
input frequency, and structural damping as well as peak acceleration. Therefore 
tunnel damage is correlated with peak particle velocity as well as peak acceleration. 

CORRELATION OF DAMAGE AND PEAK GROUND MOTIONS 
- - -. 

Fig. 2 shows how the peak acceleration and peak particle velocity correlated 
with damage were retrospectively calculated at the surface above a damaged 
tubel. At a specific site, such a calculation can be based upon the earthquake's 
magnitude, m, and the distance between the source and site, R, through 
"attenuation laws" developed from regression analyses of accelerations measured 
at the surface. The writers chose McGuire's (9) attenuation relationships, since 
he derives attenuation relationships for both acceleration and particle velocity. 

The study involved 7 1 tunnels subjected to earthquake shaking and distortion. 
These tunnels served as railway and water links. Two were as small as 6 fl 
(2 m) in diameter. However, the majority were 10 ft-20 ft  (3 m-6 m) in diameter. 
Of these 71 tunnels, detailed geologic information was avilable for only 23. 
Twelve tunnels were in relatively competent rock and 11 in sheared, weathered, 
or broken rock, and three tunnels were located in soil-like materials, These 
dcological details are contained in the original work (15). There was no available 
geological data for the other 45; however, from project descriptions and tunnel 
locations the tunnels were located in nonsoil media. 

The tunnels were built between the late 1800's and the present, and thus 



represent a wide variety of construction methods and lining types. For the 
27 tunnels where the lining was described, two were wlined, two were timbered, 
seven were lined with brick or masonry, and 13 were concrete lined. The 
importance of lining will be considered in the section dealing with damage 
observaticrs. 

The 71 cases involve 13 different earthquakes whose Richter magnitude varied 
from 5.8 to 8.3. Focal depths varied between 13 km and 40 km (8 miles-25 
miles), however, depths of 15 km-20 lun (9 miles-12.5 miles) predominated. 
Six of the earthquakes occurred in California, six in Japan, and one in Alaska. 
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FIG. 3.-CaSculated Pcak Surfaco Accelerations and Associated Damage Observations 

The reports of damage were separated into three main groups; shaking, fault 
movement (active fault intersection), and ground or portal failure. The last 
grouping contains cases predominantly related to landslides and the special 
boundary conditions at the portals. It was decided not to include portal damage 
in the final determination of damage thresholds, because of the intimate relation- 
ship with landsliding. However, damage associated with the portals was plotted 
along with the other data. Since the investigation focused upon shaking damages, 
those related to fault intersectiol were also not considered in the final comparison. 

Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the basic data from the case histories. The abscissa 
is the ordinal number of the case histories described in Appendix I. In Appendix 



I, the "no-damage" cases were not detailed because of space limitations; thus, 
their numbers are missing. The ordinate is the calculated peak surface acceleration 
(Fig. 3) or particle velocity (Fig. 4), as calculated with Mffiuire's (10) attenuation 
law. Three levels of response were distinguished, as shown on the flgure, without 
regard to geologic media or lining No damage implies post-shaking inspection 
revealed no apparent new cracking or falling of stones. Minor damage due 
to shaking includes fall of stones and formation of new cracks. Damage includes 
major rock falls, severe cracking, and closure. These damage cases occurred 
predominantly at the portals. 

The three levels of response are stratified with respect to the calculated peak 
surface motions. There are no reports of even falling stones in unlined tunnels 
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FIG. 4.-Calculated Peak Panicle ~elocitie;and Associated Damage Obsewations: 
Earthquake and Explosive Shaking 

or cracking in lined tunnels up to 0.19 g and 8 in./sec (20 cm/s). Up to 0.25 
g and 16 in. /sec (40 cm/s) there are only a few incidences of minor cracking 
in concrete lined tunnels. Between 0.25 g and 0.52 g or 32 in. / sec (80 cm/s) 
there was only one partial collapse (No. 26). It was associated with landsliding 
and was lined with masonry. 

Many of these post-event observations of damage suffer from lack of pre-event 
documentation. Cracking of tunnel liners from nonearthquake circumstances 
such as shrinkage is common. Therefore, observed cracks may or may not 
have been caused by the earthquake itself. With no pre-event documentation 
earthquake-related cracking must be separated from the other by circumstantial 
evidence such as freshness. The cracking and damage included in this study 
was that reported by the field observers. Observations may include some pre-event 





A number of factors that could affect response and thus damage, other than 
peak surface motions, were considered, but not included in the analysis. These 
factors either required details of the earthquake time-history at depih which 
are unknown, or resulted in modifications that fell within the range of predicted 
values of peak motions. A brief description of each additional consideration 
and reason for its elimination follow. 

Most attenuation relationships have been derived from measurements made 
at surface stations located on a wide range of ground conditions, both soil 
and rock, without Mermthtion between the difTerent yological conditions. 
Because of site ampmcation effects, this lack of discrimination in correlations 
is a serious disadvantage when dealing with t u n e s  located at depth in rock. 

Specific site studies point to deamplification of peak amplitude with depth, 
greater for soil and smaller for rock (8,12,14). However, no quantitative d h p l i -  
fiation was employed in this study because the spread cr variation in attenuation 
laws at a constant scaled epicentral distance is greater than the observed 
deamplification effect. Fig. 6 compares the spread in attenuation relationships 
with those of Kanai (8) and McGuire (10). Kanai's relationship was derived 
for motions 980 ft (300 m) below the surface. For most of the focal dis.mces 
in this study (10 km-40 km) Kanai's and McGuire's relationships are similar. 

Ground motion may be amplified upon intersection with a tunnel if, and 
only if, wavelengths are the same as the tunnel's diameter, or at most, up 
to four times the diameter. Since measured peak accelerations are recorded 
at wavelengths much longer than normal tunnel diameters, the interaction 
amplification was not quantitatively employed in this study. In future work, 
high frequency motions (not normally measured by strong motion equipment) 
should receive more attention as they may contribute to the possibility of relative 
displacement between blocks, along planes of weakness. This high frequency 
effect may explain the local spalling of rock or concrete which was repdrted 
in severa cases after earthquakes. 

As the higher frequency components attenuate more rapidly than the lower 
frequency components, the destructivT frequencies (from the tunnel point of 
view) may be expected mainly at small distances from the causative fault. The 
present knowledge of the ground motions near the-causative fault is limited, 
as few, if any, measurements have been made at small distances from faults 
(16). 

Duration of strong-motion shaking during an earthquake is of utmost importance 
as it may cause fatigue failure and lead to large deformations. This mode of 
failure is dependent on the total number of cycles induced by the ground shaking. 
Haimson and Kim (5) found that long duration cyclic loading may cause fatigue 
failure in intact rock, and Brown and Hudson (1) proved it experimentally for 
jointed media. The large number of cycles required to cause fatigue failure 
usually is too large to be of importance in a single earthquake. The cumulative 
cyclic effect, if any, was not incorporated in this study due to a lack of available 
field data. 

It is valuable to compare the surface particle velocity and damage correlation 



in Fig. 4 with damage observed in shallow, unlined tunnels near the large 
Underground Explosion Tests (UET) conducted for the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (17). The unlined tumels located in sandstone were 6 ft, 15 ft, and 
30 ft (2 m, 5 m, and 10 m) in diameter. The close explosions were single 
delays of 320 1b-320,000 lb (145 kg-145,450 g) of TNT located above and slightly 
off axis from the tunnels. 

Hendron (6) has analyzed the results of the UET tests by comparing calculated 
particle velocities with the observed damage zones shown in Fy. 7. The particle 
velocities for each zone were calculated from locally derived attenuation relation- 
ships. The analysis showed that occasional rock drops (iterrnittent failure) in 
an unlined and unbolted tunnel were associated with calculated particle velocities 
that may have been as low as 18 in./sec (46 cm/s) for one of the 14 test 
blasts. The average particle velocity associated with this damage zone was 48 
in./sec (120 cm/s). 

Another comparison was obtained from an experiment conducted at the Climax, 
Colo. m e  of AMAX (9) to determine cracking susceptibility of shotcrete liners. 
A 6-ft x 8-ft (1.8-m x 2.4-m) tunnel-in heavily jointed biotite schist bolted 
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AG. 7.-Zones of Damage Resulting from Underground Explosion Tests (6) I 
- - -- 

and lined with 2 in.-I 1 in. (5 cm-28 cm) of shotcrete-was subjeded to  vibrations 
from detonation of 400 lb (181 kg) of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil at distances I 

of 40 ft and 30 ft (12 m and 9 m). Hendron's (6) attenuation relationships 
for close-in blasting indicate development of hair-line cracks after the 40-ft 
(12-m) blast were associated with peak particle velocities of approx 36 in./sec 
(91 cm/s). Faultingof the cracks in the shotcrete liner were associated with 
peak particle velocities of approximately 48 in./sec (120 cm/s). 

The UET and AMAX results are compared with the results of the earthquake 
damage observations in Fig. 4. The damage thresholds determined from the 
case histories are lower than those of the experiments. Because of the frequency 
differences between experiment and earthquake, as examined herein, the case- 
study thresholds may be even more conservative than indicated by the particle 
velocity comparison in Fig. 4. 

The experiments involved close-in blasting where peak particle velocity and 
acceleration occur at frequencies of 20 Hz-200 Hz (3), whereas peak earthquake 
motions occur at between 0.4 Hz and 10 Hz. In a given rock mass the higher 
frequency blast motions have short wavelengths and can differentially accelerate 
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rock blocks on the order of the size of the tunnel. On the other hand, the 
lower frequency earthquake motions have wavelengths 20-50 times longer than 
the blast pulses and are much less likely to cause differential acceleration (and 
damage) across a tunnel. This frequency scaling difference is somewhat compen- 
sated by the greater number of pulses in an earthquake but is most likely only 
important in poorly lined tunnels as considered in connection with the Kwanto 
earthquake. 

Perhaps the most important distinction illustrated by the experiments is the 
difference in damage mode for fully grouted-in-place tunnel linings as opposed 
to unlined and lined but nongrouted tunnels. 

Comparison of the AMAX and UET tests indicate by analogy that only cracking 
would occur in fully grouted and lined tunnels at velocities associated with 
occasional rock drops in unlined tunnels. Thus lined and grouted tunnels are 
safer than unlined tunnels. 

The following analysis is based upon the case histories summarized in Appendix 
I and the literature review. These case histories and literature reviews are de, liled 
in the original study (15). - 

Damage Near Portals.-The table in Appendix I shows that in many cases, 
the damage to tunnels was caused by slope instability near the portal. An analysis 
of dynamic slope stability can be found elsewhere (7'13). Damage at the portals 
may become simcant at a ground acceleration of 0.25. Most of the portal 
damage (approx 70%) occurred at accelerations above 0.4 g. In any case of 
potential slope failure, the tunnel lining near the portal must be designed to 
withstand the extra load from accumulation of slide debris. 

Damage in Poor Ground Condition.-In the few cases where damage due 
to shaking was reported along the tunnel's interior, the soil or rock conditions 
were poor and created excavation difficulties during construction. Thus, shaking - 
damage can be eliminated by stabilizing the soil or rock around the tunnel- 
along the critical zone and especially by improving the contact between the- 
lining and the rock. If a lining is in contact with the rock around the perimeter 
(without small cavities that may allow local movements of small blocks of rock), 
then the danger of local damage may be mini i ed .  

Improving the lining by placing thicker and stiffer sections without stabilizing 
surrounding poor ground may result in excess seismic forces transmitted to 
the W g ;  thus improving the lining-must be accompanied by a stabilization 
of the ground itself (14). 

Damage Associated with Shallow Cover and Unsymmetric Load.-Deep tunnels 
seem to be safer and less vulnerable to earthquake shaking than are shallow 
tumeh. Tunnels 12 and 24 had only 5 ft-20 ft (1.5 m-6 m) and 65 ft (20 m) 
of cover. Tumels are more stable under a symmetric load which improves 
the rock-lining interaction. Backfilling with nonc yclicall y-mobile material and 
rock-stabilizing measures may improve the safety and stability of shallow tunnels. 

Resonant Behavior and Dynamic Loading.-No resonating of entire cavities 
that behave elastically should be expected when excited with frequencies between 
1 Hz and 100 Hz, which includes all significant motions due to earthquake 
and construction blasting (4). No high frequency wave energy is expected to 



circulate around the inner surface of a cavity. Analytical results tend to suggest 
I 
I 

the existence of such phenomena, but this Rayleigh-type wave influence is 
important only for wavelengths equal or shorter than the radius of the tunnel. 
Such short-wavelength, high-frequency waves are not associated with peak 
motions as measured today during earthquakes. 

Dynamic Stress Concentration of the Ground Motions.-Concentration of 
dynamic stresses caused by waves impinging upon lined and unlined tunnels 
are generally no more than 10%-20% greater than the static values (I I). For 
earthquake waves (which are not "step-functions"), it is expected that the stress 
concentration factors will be smaller. 

i 
I 

Based on the case histories, the following conclusions may be of practical 
value: 

- 

1. Collapse of tumels from shaking occurs only under extreme conditions. 
i t  was found that there was no damage in both lined and unlined tunnels at 
surface accelerations up to 0.19 g. In addition, very few cases of minor damage 
due to shaking were observed at surface accelerations up to 0.25 g. There 
were a few cases of minor damage, such as falling of loose stones, and cracking 
of brick or concrete linings for surface accelerations above 0.25 g and below 
0.4 g. Most of the cases of similar damage appeared above 0.4 g. Up to surface 
acceleration levels of 0.5 g, no collapse (damage) was observed due to shaking 
alone. 

2. Tunnels are much safer than abovzground structures for given intensity 
of shakiae. While only minor damage to tumels was observed in MM-VIII 
to IX levels, the damage in above-ground structures at the same intensities 
is considerable. Furthermore, it should bc noted that the effect of the damage 
is a function of the use of the tunnel and building. 

3. More severe but localized damage may be expected when the tumel is 
crossed by a fault that displaces during an earthquake. The degree of dimage 
isdependent on the fault displacement and on the conditions of both the lining 
and the rock. - 

4. Tunnels h poor soil or rock, which suffer from stability problems during 
excavation, are more susceptible to damage during earthquakes, especially where 
wooden lagging is not grouted after construction of the f d  liner. 

5. Lined and fully grouted tunnels will only crack when subjected to peak 
ground motions associated with rock drops in unlined tunnels. 

6. - T u ~ e l s  deep in rock are safer than shallow tunnels. 
7. Total collapse of a t u ~ e l  was found associated only with movement of 

an intersecting fault. 

The writers gratefully acknowledge the contribution of owner utilities and 
Federal agencies who supplied location coordinates and other information 
employed in full study. Among those who contributed are; Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau 



TABLE 1.-Summary of Known Damagr in Rock Tunnels 

Num- 
ber 
(1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Tunnel 
(3) 

Wright-1 

Wright-2 

- 

Terao - 

Hichigama 

 aura 
Numama 

Nogogiri-Yama 

Earthquake 
(2) 

Central Cali- 
fornia (San 
Francisco- 
1906) 

Magnitude 
8.3 

San Francis- 
co 1906 

Tokyo, 1923 
(Kwanto) 

Magnitude 
8.16 

--- 

Damage 
due to 
shaking 

(4) 
Caving in of 

rock and 
some 
breakin8 of 
timber but 
to lesser 
extent 
compared 
to damage 
near the 
fault. 

Broken 
timber, 
roof caved 
in. 

Concrete 
walls frac- 
tured 
slightly. 
Some s p a -  

Damage 
due to 
fault 

movement 
(5) 

Caving in of 
r&k from 
roof and 
sides. 
Breaking in 
flexure of 
upright 
timber. 
Upward 
heaving of 
rails. 
Breaking 
of ties. 
Blocked in 
several 
points. 
Transverse 
horizontal 
offset of 
4.5 ft (13.7 
m) under 
the fault. 

Damage 
due to 
ground 
failure 

and 
other 

reasons 
(6) 

Cracked 
brick por- 
tal. 

- 
Landslide at 

entrance. 
Landslide at 

entrance. 
Cracked 

brick por- 
tal. 



TABLE 1 .-Continued 

(6) 

Entrance 
buried by 
landslide. 
Some dam- 
age to ma- 
sonry por- 
tal. 

Landslides at 
entrance. 
Damage to 
masonry 
portal. 

Cracks in 
masonry 
near por- 
tals. 

Cracked ma- 
sonry por- 
tal. 

Cracks near 
portal- 

Portals 
closed by 
slides. 

Buried by 
slides. 

Ceiling col- 

(5) 

- 

(4) 

ing of con- 
crete. 

Masonry dis- 
lodged near 
floor, in in- 
terior. 

Interior 
cracked. 

Destroyed. 
RC blocks 
tilted. Ceil- 
ing slabs 
caved in. 
Formed 
section 
cracked. 

Clean interi- 
or. 

Partial col- 
lapse. 

Minor interi- 
or mammy 
damage. 

Deformed 
masonry in 
interior. 

Badly 
cracked in- 
terior. 

Some interior 
fractures in 
brick and 
concrete. 

Interior 
cracked. 

Cracks in in- 

(3) 

Kanome-Yama 

Ajo 

Ippamatzu 

Nagoye 

Kornine 

F~di l  San 

Meno-Kamiama 

Yonegami-Jama 

Shimomaki-Matsu 

Happon-Matsu 

Nagasahu Yama 

Hakone- 1 

Hakone-3 

(1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2 1 

(2) 



TABLE 1 .-Continued 

(4) 
t erior. 

Collapse of 
loose mate- 
rial. 

Interior col- 
lapse. 

Shallow por- 
tions col- 
lapsed and 
daylighted. 

Collapses at 
shallow 
parts. 

Cave in. 
Cracks 
with 1O-in. 
(250-mm) 
displace- 
ment. 

Cracks in 
bulges in 
masonry 
from local 
earth pres- 
sure. 

Few cracks 
in walls. 

Minor cracks 

(5) 

7-ft 10-in. 
(2.39-m) 
horizontal 
displace- 
ment. Two- 
foot (0.6- 
m) vertical 
displacc- 
ment just 
across the 
Tanna 
fault. 

Brick arches 
of portal 
partially 
fractured. 

(1 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

- - -. 

28 

29 

30 

(6) 
lapsed near 
portal. 
Some darn- 
age to ma- 
sonry por- 
tal. 

Entrance al- 
most com- 
pletely 
buried. 

Landslides 
buried en- 
trances. 

Landslide. 

(2) 

ldu Peninsula 
1930 

Magnitude 
7 .O 

Fukui, 1948 
Magnitude 

7.2 

Off Tokachi 

(3) 

Hakone-4 

Hakone-7 

Yose 

Doki 

Humu ya 

Mineoka-Yarna 

Tanna 

Kumasaka 
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TABLE 1 .-Continued 

(6) 

Cracking at 
portal. 

- 

(5) 

Collapse 
under 
White Wolf 
Fault. Day- 
lighted. 

Collapse 
under 
fault. Day- 
lighted. 

Collapse 
under 
fault. 

Fractured, 
daylighted, 
near fault. 

. 

Severe spall- 
ing, break- 
ing of con- 
crete lin- 
ing, de- 
formations 
where tun- 
nel passed 
under can- 
yon at 

(4) 

in both 
brick and 
concrete 
linings. 

Cracking. 

Spalling of 
concrete at 
crown. 

Spalling of 
concrete at 
crown, 
crushing of 
invert at 
bottom of 
sidewalls. 

Some over- 
head ra- 
velling of 
loose rock 
that falls 
on the 
track. 

(3) 

SPRR 3 

SPRR 4 

SPRR 5 

SPRR 6 

Aqueduct 

Nezugaseki 

Terasaka 

-- -. 

Whittier 1 

Balboa 

(1 

31 

32 

33 

34 

36 

37 

38 

39 

47 

(2) 
1952 

Magnitude 
8.0 

Kern 
County 
1952 

Magnitude 
7.6 

Kita Mino 
Magnitude 

7.2 
Niigata 1964 
Magnitude 

7.5 

Great Alaska 
1964 

Magnitude 
8.4 

San Fernan- 
do 1971 

Magnitude 
6.4 



DAMAGE TO TUNNELS 
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of Reclamation, City of Santa Barbara, Public Works Department, Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company, U.S. Bureau of Mines, East Bay Municipal Utility District, 
California Department of Water Resources, Los Angeles Deparment of Light 
and Power, Southern California Edison Company, Parsons, Brinderhoff, Quade 
and Douglas, and Climax Molybdenum Co. AMAX. The writers also wish to 
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Richard J. Proctor of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 
and W. J. Flathau of the U.S. A m y  Corps of Engineers for reviewing the 
original manuscript. Many of their suggestions have been incorporated in the 
text. Finally, we would like to thank A. J. Hendron at  the University of Illinois 

I 
whose inspiration lead to this paper. I 

The case histories are summarized in Table 1 and Fis. 3 and 4. Rozen has 
tabulated these data h much greater detail (15). 
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